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A CHARACTERIZATIONOF FOURIER AND RADON TRANSFORMS
ON EUCLIDEANSPACE
BY
ALEXANDER HERTLE
Abstract. We show that a continuous operator behaving under rotations, positive
dilations, and translations like the Fourier or the Radon transform on R" must be a
constant multiple of one of these transforms. We prove this characterization for
various function spaces, e.g. we characterize the Fourier transform as an operator
acting on spaces between 6D(R") and ^'(R"). On the other hand, a counterexample
shows that the Radon transform is not determined by its behaviour above as an
operator from ^(R") to ^'(S"-'
X R). But we can characterize the Radon transform as an operator acting between ^(R") and ^^(S"-1
X R), the space of
integrable distributions on S"~' X R. In the special case n=\,
our methods
sharpen results of J. L. B. Cooper and H. Kober, who characterize the Fourier
transform as an operator from LP(R) into LP'(R), 1 =sp *z 2.

Introduction. Several authors have been concerned with the question whether an
operator on function spaces on R" is determined up to a constant multiple by its
behaviour under rotations, dilations, and translations. For instance, Stein [15]
showed that the (translation invariant) Hubert and Riesz transforms on L2 can be
characterized in such a way.
The Fourier and Radon transforms on R" also have a well-known simple behaviour under rotations, positive dilations, and translations. In this article, we prove
that such a behaviour is characteristic: An operator acting under those operations
like the Fourier or the Radon transform is a constant multiple of one of these
transforms.
In the case of the Fourier transform for n = 1, our methods (e.g. determining
homogeneous distributions by Euler's equation) sharpen results of Cooper [1] and
Kober [10], who characterized by different methods the Fourier transform as an
operator from LP(R) into LP'(R), 1 <p < 2. We also obtain connections to Hardy
[7] and Plancherel [12], who looked for operators on L2(R) behaving under dilations
like the Fourier transform. Further, our characterizations can be used to obtain
corresponding ones for operators related to the Fourier and Radon transforms (our
result implies the result on Hilbert and Riesz transforms mentioned above, Stein
[15]). We also remark that such characteristic properties can be applied to verify
inversion formulas for the corresponding operator (in the case of the Radon
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transform see Gelfand, Graev, and Vilenkin [5, §1.4]). Finally, we discuss the
possibility of more general characterizations and give some counterexamples.
In §1, we characterize the Fourier transform, which we denote by F. We are
concerned with the spaces ^(R") of C°° functions on R" with compact support and
Z(R"), the space of Fourier transforms of 6D.We equip ^ and 2 with their usual test
function topologies. By ^'(R") and Z'(R") we denote the duals of tf) and %,
respectively, provided with their weak topology (cf. Gelfand and Shilov [4]). If / is a
function or a distribution on R", then fv denotes its rotation by an orthogonal
U E 0(n),fs its dilation by 8 > 0, and/a its translation by a G R". Now the Fourier
transform has the following behaviour:

(0.1)

Hfu) = (Ff)u,

(0.2)

F(fs) = 8-"(Ff)x/s,

(0.3)

F(/J = e'«OF(/).

Conversely, we prove that any continuous operator F from ^(R") or 2(R") into
^'(R") or Z'(R") satisfying (0.1)-(0.3) must be a constant multiple of the Fourier
transform. Requiring the range of F to be in C(R" ), we show that condition (0.1 ) is
superfluous.
In §2, we characterize the Radon transform, which we denote by R. The Radon
transform is a continuous operator from L'(R") into LX(S"~X X R) and has the
following behaviour:

(0.1')

R(fu)(o3,p)

= (Rf)(Uo3,p),

(0.2')

R(fs)(o3,p) = 8x-(Rf)(o3,8p),

(0.3')

R(fa)(o3,p)

= (Rf)(o3,p+(o3,a)).

A counterexample shows that an operator R from ^(R") into 6î)'(Sn~x X R) with
(0.1')—(0.3') is not determined up to a constant multiple. But restricting the range of
R to be a space of integrable distributions ^¿i (cf. Schwartz [13]), we prove (using
tensor representations in the range) that any continuous operator R acting between

^(R") and %,(S*~X X R) and satisfying (0.1')-(0.3') is a constant multiple of the
Radon transform. Finally we discuss the possibility to enlarge the range of R,
applying results from §1.
Throughout the paper, we shall use the notations of Gelfand and Shilov [4] and
Schwartz [13]. Concerning the Radon transform, we use the notations of Gelfand,

Graev, and Vilenkin [5] and Ludwig [11].
Special versions of Theorems 1 and 2 are contained in the author's thesis [8],
supervised by Professor D. Kölzow. The author is also indebted to Professor B.
Gramsch for helpful remarks and discussions.

1. A characterization of the Fourier transform. In this section, we prove that the
Fourier transform is characterized as an operator from ^(R") into ÖD'(R") by its
behaviour with respect to rotations, positive dilations, and translations.
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We first fix our notations. Let U E O(n) denote a rotation in R", 8 > 0 a dilation
factor, and a E R" a translation vector. If / is a function on R", we define the

functions fv, fs, andfa by

fv(x)=f(Ux),

f8(x)=f(Sx),

fa(x)=f(x + a).

We extend these operations to distributions in the usual way. For F G ^'(R")

we

define
(tu,^)=(t^u-,),

(Fs,^>=ô-«(F,^,/A>,

If/ G LX(W), the Fourier transform of/(denoted

{ra,*>=<r,*_a>.

by F/or/)

is defined by

(Ff)(y) =/(y) = (27r)-n/7 e~'<^f(x)dx.
The Fourier transform of a distribution F G ^'(R") is given as an element of %'(R")

by

(f,j)=(T,j),

*E<äD(R").

We equip 6D,% with their usual topologies and 6D',2' with their weak topologies.
The Fourier transform is a continuous operator from ty on %, and hence from ty into
6D' (see Gelfand and Shilov [4]). Throughout the paper, by continuity of an operator
we always mean sequential continuity.
It is well known that the Fourier transform has the properties (0.1)-(0.3) in the
introduction. Conversely, we can prove
Theorem 1. Let F: ^(R") -> ^'(R") be a continuous operator. Then F is a constant
multiple of the Fourier transform, if and only if
(1)F(^L/) = (F^)L/,

i2)F(^) = S-"(F>),/0,
(3)F(ta) = eI<a'>F(n
where $ E <$(R"), U G O(n), 8 > 0, and a E R".

Proof. Let F: ^(R") -» ^'(R") be a continuous operator satisfying (l)-(3). We
have to show that F is a constant multiple of the Fourier transform.
To this purpose, let a, \p G ^(R") and a radial with Ja(x)dx = 1 and a,(x) =
j"a(jx),j > 1, i.e. (cij) converges to the Dirac distribution in ^'(R"). The main step
is to show that F(<Xj)converges in ^'(R"). We first outhne the proof by the following
four steps.
(i) Writing the integral for a. * ^ as a limit of Riemann sums, the continuity of
F and property (3) imply
F(cxj*^)

= (2^)"/2-^-F(aJ).

(ii) Since cij:* 4>-* \p in ^(R"), we obtain from (i) that in ^'(R")
(2-n)n/2-^F(aJ)^F(i/).

(hi) Dividing in (h) by $, it follows that F(otj) -* S in ^'(R") and for each
t// G 6D(R")

(2^r/2-^-S

= F(^).
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(iv) Properties (1) and (2) now imply S is radial and homgeneous of degree 0 and
therefore necessarily constant.
Finally (hi) gives that F is a constant multiple of the Fourier transform. We now
give the arguments to each step.
ad (i) Expanding a * \¡*as a limit in ^(R") of Riemann sums, we obtain from the
continuity of F and property (3),

F(aj *i)=p(<%\

= <$'-

= €)'t
(1.1)

lim 2«;(- -tM'Jàt)

Ar-0

m

!

lim(lF(aJ(--tm))4'(tm)At)

ûr->u

m

lim (2<K'„>~'('',",)Aí) ■F(a,)

A^o\m

/

=(2ir)"/2-î-F(aJ).

To see that the last equality holds, we have to certify that for all 8 E ^(R"),

<*>- lim6(^(tm)e-<^At)=(2TT)n/2e-l
A.-O

\ m

I

Note that H¿, — {2m^(ím)c_,< ''"'-"Ai} is a family of holomorphic functions on C",
pointwise convergent to \p. If K denotes the compact support of ^, we have for
z EC",
^\\>P\\x-\K\-e\lm^

Hence HAl is uniformly bounded in a complex neighbourhood of R", i.e. 7FA,is
normal. From Vitali's theorem in several variables follows that HAt converges
uniformly in all derivatives on compact subsets of R". Thus 6 • HAl converges in
^(R") against 6 ■ip. Step (ii) is now an immediate consequence.
ad (hi) For any bounded open set fi we may choose \p G ^(R") such that \p ¥= 0 on
Q. Dividing by ip, it follows that F(<Xj)converges in ^'(ñ). But a distribution is
determined by its local behaviour, hence F(otj) converges to a certain 5 G ^'(R").
ad (iv) Since the a are radial it is easy to check that property (1) implies S is
rotation invariant. In the same way, property (2) implies S is homogeneous of degree
0. But it is well known that such a distribution must be constant (this follows from
Euler's equation for 5 and the structure of point-supported distributions, see also

Donoghue [2]).
The proof of the theorem is now complete.
The Fourier transform generally maps functions not into 6D', but into %'. Thus %'
is the maximal space in which Fourier transforms of (locally integrable) functions
may occur. Therefore, it may be more appropriate to consider for the operator F in
Theorem 1 the image space %' rather than <î>'.We now show that in this case the

theorem holds also.
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Corollary
1.1. Let F: ^(R") -> 2'(R") be a continuous operator. Then F is a
constant multiple of the Fourier transform, if and only if F satisfies properties (l)-(3) of

Theorem 1.
Proof. We only sketch the proof, which can be done by the same method as in
Theorem 1. Instead of F, we consider the operator T = F~x ° F from ^(R") into
^'(R"), which is a continuous rotation, dilation, and translation invariant operator.
We have to show that F is a constant multiple of the identity.
By the analogous equation to (1.1), we conclude that
tY
i \ -- tY
,
T(ctj* 4<)
T(olj)ï * x¡j,
which implies the existence of a distribution M, such that

M = lim T(<xj) and

T^ = M*xP,

;-^oo

(cf. Schwartz [13, Théorème XXIII]). In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1,
we verify that M is rotation invariant and homogeneous of degree -n. But it is well
known that if M is a radial homogeneous distribution of degree -n on R", then
M —A ■8(x) for some constant A (follows from Gelfand and Shilov [4] or Gärding
[3]). Thus we have obtained T\p = A4>,and the corollary is proved.

Corollary

1.2. Let F: %(R") -» ^'(R") respectively F: %(W) -» %'(R") be con-

tinuous operators. Then F is a constant multiple of the Fourier transform, if and only if

F satisfies (l)-(3) of Theorem 1.
Proof. The first case of this Corollary (F from % into ty') can be reduced to
Corollary 1.1 in the following way. Instead of F, we consider its adjoint F' from ^

into %', defined by (t/>G <>D,
6 E %)

(1.2)

(F'(t),6)=(F0,t).

Then F' is a continuous operator, and it is easy to check that F' satisfies (l)-(3)
also. Thus, if follows from Corollary 1.1 that F' is a constant multiple of the Fourier
transform, and hence by (1.2) also is F.
On the other hand, the second case of this corollary (F from % into %') can be
reduced to Theorem 1 as follows. Instead of F, we consider the operator F =
F o F o F"1 from ty into ÓD'.Then F is a continuous operator satisfying (l)-(3).
Therefore F is a constant multiple of the Fourier transform, and hence also is F.
Remark 1.1. Theorem 1 applies also if F: A -> B is a continuous operator, where
A and B are spaces continuously embedded between ty and 6D', ^ C A, B C 6D' (or
between any pair of spaces occuring in Corollaries 1.1 and 1.2). Therefore, Theorem
1 applies to all kinds of Ck, Lp, Sobolev and Besov spaces. Hence Theorem 1
contains results of Cooper [1, Theorems 2 and 4] and Kober [10, Theorem 6'].
Cooper and Kober characterized by different methods the Fourier transform in the
case n— I, A = Lp, B = Lp',l <p<2,
and further conditions on the image space

B.
Remark 1.2. Theorem 1 can be used to derive similar characterizations for
transforms related to the Fourier transform. As an example, we consider the Hubert
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transform H on L2(R), given by
(#/)"(x)

= .sign(x)/(x).

If we now look for a continuous operator H on F2(R), commuting with translations
and dilations and anticommuting with reflection, we define F: L2 -> L2 by

-

(Pf)(x) = -isign(x)(Hf)\x).

Clearly, F satisfies (l)-(3) of Theorem 1. Thus, we obtain the known fact that H
must be a constant multiple of the Hilbert transform (cf. Cooper [1], Kober [10], and

Stein [15,p. 55]).
Remark 1.3. Any one of the conditions (l)-(3) in Theorem 1 is essential.
Proof. We only consider the case n = 1; for arbitrary n, we can define analogous
counterexamples of F not being a constant multiple of the Fourier transform. First,
we define

(F^)(x) = sign(x)^(x).
Then F satisfies (2) and (3), but not (1). Now, we define
(F\j/)(x)

— x2 ■4>(x).

Then F satisfies (1) and (3), but not (2). Finally, we define

Fxp= Lf,
where L is the Laplace transform. Then F satisfies (1) and (2), but not (3).
In spite of Remark 1.3 we can omit the rotation property (1) in Theorem 1, if the
range of F consists of continuous functions (we equip the space C(R" ) of continuous
functions on R" with the topology induced by ^'(R")). This will be a consequence of
the following corollary to the proof of Theorem 1, characterizing all continuous
operators F from <>D
into 6D' having the dilation and translation property of the
Fourier transform.
Corollary
1.3. Let F: ¿DiR") -> ^'(R") be a continuous operator. Then F is a
solution of the functional equations (2) and (3) in Theorem 1, // and only if F has the
form F(\p) = \p ■S, where S is a homogeneous distribution of degree 0, i.e. S satisfies
Euler 's equation

2 *;■£ =»■

7=1

7

Corollary
1.4. Let F: ^(R") -» C(R") be a continuous operator, satisfying only
conditions (2) and (3) of Theorem 1. Then F is a constant multiple of the Fourier
transform.

Proof. From Corollary 1.3 we know that F(\p) = $ ■S for each \p E ^(R"),
where 5 is homogeneous of degree 0. But the continuity of each F(\p) implies the
continuity of S and therefore S must be constant. Indeed, this argument shows that
only continuity at 0 of the functions in the range of F is needed.
Moreover, Remark 1.3 shows that this corollary fails, i.e. the rotation property
cannot be omitted, if the functions in the range of F are not continuous at 0.
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Remark 1.4. The proof of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1.3 connect our results to
articles of Hardy [7] and Plancherel [12], who (by different methods) looked on
L2(R) for solutions of equation (2) in Theorem 1 in order to find out "all" Fourier
kernels (kernels which give rise to an involutionary integral transform).
2. A characterization of the Radon transform. In this section, we first show by a
counterexample that the Radon transform is not determined up to a constant
multiple as an operator from ^(R") into ^'(S""1 X R) by its behaviour under
rotations, dilations, and translations. This is a contrast to the result in the case of the
Fourier transform (Theorem 1). But we are able to characterize the Radon transform
by restricting the range space to integrable distributions. Because the range of the
Radon transform consists of functions on the product space S"~x X R, it is
convenient to regard the range space as a tensor product space. In fact, we
characterize the Radon transform as an operator from ^(R") into ^(S"1-1 X R),
and in view of Proposition 2.1 this is in some sense the best possible result.
The Radon transform R is a continuous operator from LX(R") into LX(S"~X X R),

defined by

(Rf)(o3,p)=(

f(y)dy,
J{w,y)=p

where we equip S"1"1 X R with the product of the Euchdean surface measure on
S"~x and the Lebesgue measure on R. The Radon transform is injective, and hence
inverting R means reconstructing a function from its integrals along hyperplanes.
The Radon and Fourier transforms are related as follows (see Gelfand, Graev, and

Vilenkin [5]).

(2.1)

(Ff)(p<¿) = (2tt)-"/2fe-isp(Rf)(o3, s) ds.
JR

It is well known that the Radon transform has the properties (0.1')-(0.3')
introduction (see again [5]). We now state the announced counterexample
characterization of the Radon transform.
Proposition

in the
to the

2.1. There exist two linearly independent continuous operators R, and
y^y

x

■,/

1

N

Rx, R2: öD(R") -* L2(S"~X X R),
which both satisfy the conditions (0.1')-(0.3')

in the introduction.

Proof. Of course, we can choose Rx to be the Radon transform. We now define a
linear operator jR2 on ^(R") by
(R2t)(o3,p)

= f sign(s)p(so3)e,psds.

First, it follows from relation (2.1) that the Radon transform and R2 are linearly
independent. Now let (\pk) be a sequence converging to 0 in ^(R"). Then the
functions

**.«(*)= sign(í)4(íw)
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converge to 0 in L2(R) uniformly in w, because
\\0kM\\2=f\îk(sO3)\2ds
JR
2

= (2tr) ' f (\pk(po3)ehp dp ds
''R
J \> ''R
Jo

(2-n)-\2>n)2-n(\(R^k)(o3,s)\2ds
Jo

(27T)'"".2r||7X^II2

2(2..r".y2_,(r)-r|IV:
where r > 0 is such that all \pk have support in {| x |*s r) and y„(r) denotes the
volume of (| x \< r) in R". Indeed, the second equation is Plancherel's identity on R
applied to ¡pk(so3)for each w, and the third equation is derived from (2.1) by inverse
Fourier transform. We obtain
2

l|i?^ll2=/

J\(ekjs)e""ds

dp do3

R

— 2tt\

s"-]

277Jgn
/

1

\\8k a\\\du

'

ll^iUlli</«

= 4^(2tt)1-"

• <o„- y„2_,(r) - r||^||^,

where <o„is the Euclidean surface measure of S"_1. Thus R2 is a continuous operator
into L2(S"~X X R). Further, it is easily checked that R2 satisfies conditions (0.1')-

(0.3').
Moreover, this example of R2 shows that in the proposition we could even take
functions which are C00 in w on S"~ ' as image space of Rx and R2. The proof of the
proposition is complete.
In order to characterize the Radon transform, Proposition 2.1 shows that one has
to restrict the range space. Indeed, we need a condition on the second component for

distributions on S"~x X R. Observing that ^'(S^1

X R) = ^'(S"-1)

«„^'(R),

it

is thus convenient to use tensor products. To this purpose, we define the space
^(R) of integrable distributions, following Schwartz [13, Chapter VI, §8].
We denote by Q°(R) the space of all C°° functions on R, tending to 0 at infinity
together with all their derivatives. The topology of C0°°is given by the following
sequence (pk) of norms.

/,*(*) = max sup|D"^(x)|.
m^k

x

By 9¿i(R) we denote the topological dual of C^R). In just the same manner we
define the spaces C™(S"~X X R) and ^i(S"_1 X R), the latter being the integrable
distributions on S"~x X R. For technical reasons, we rather deal with the space
6D'(S",_1)®„0D¿i(R), the completion of the w-tensor product of 6U'(S"~X) and
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^(R),
where both factors are complete (DF)-spaces and ÓD'(5"~1) is nuclear. In
fact, the "integrable kernel theorem" of Schwartz [14, Exposé 21] yields
^,(5"-'

X R) = q)'(S"-x) &W%,(R).

Thus this tensor product space is a subspace of ^'(S""1 X R), locally containing all
distributions and globally all distributions with compact support as well as all finite
measures on 5"1 ' X R, and hence containing the range of the Radon transform.
Within this setup, we now are able to characterize the Radon transform.
Theorem 2. Let R: ^(R") -* ty'^S"'1
XR)bea
continuous operator. Then R is a
constant multiple of the Radon transform, if and only if
(l')(Rtu)(o3,p)
= (Rt)(Uo3,p),
(2') (RxPs)(o3,p) = 8x~"(Rrp)(o3, 8p),

(3') Wa)(03, p) = (RM«, P + <«, «»,
where Ú G ^(R"), U G O(n), 8 > 0, and a E R".
Proof. We assume that R has properties (l')-(3'). Let a E ^(R")
invariant. Then, if U is any rotation, we know from (1')

be rotation

Ra(o3, p) = Ra(Uo3, p).

We first show that there exists F G ^(R),
(Ra(o3, p), 6(o3, p))=

such that Ra(o3, p) = T(p), i.e.
(

js„-i

(T(p),

6(03, p)) do3

for all 6 E qj(S"~x X R). We define F by
(T(p),

t(p))=

03-x ■ (Ra(o3,

p), l(o3)t(p)).

Obviously T E ^'(R), and we want to show that F G ^(R).
Now, since both
SÙ'(S"~X) and ^(R)
are complete (DF)-spaces and fy'(S"~x) is nuclear, we have
the following representation of the w-tensor product (cf. Grothendieck [6, Chapter

II, §3.1]).

Ra = 2 XjSj® 7},
7=1

where (S-) and (Tj) are bounded sequences in ^'(S"
(Xj) is an absolutely summable sequence. We obtain

') and ^(R)

respectively, and

CO

(Ra(o3, p), l(«M/>)>=

2 X/5/f l)(Tj, *>.
7=1

Defining Xj — Xj(Sj, 1), the boundedness of (5y) implies the absolute summability
of (Xj). Hence we have
«;'

2 A7^/>
7=1

which means that F is an element of °D¿i(R) having the required property F = Ra
above, as is easily seen. Moreover, the tensor representation implies that JTdp =
j ¡Ra dp do3. Thus, in the following we simply write
Ra(o3,p)

= T(p)

= Rcx(p).
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Next we verify the following relation if F G ^'(R) and $, 6 E ty(R).

(2.2)

(t(q)(T(p),6(p

+ q))dq=

JR

(6(q)(T(p),>p(p-q))dq.

JR

Indeed, we have

ft(q)(T(p), 6(p + q)) dq= j t(-q)(T(p), 8(p - q)) dq
= (T*6)*>p(0),
where 6(p) —6(-p). On the other hand

( 8(q)(T(p),t(q

- p)) dq = (T * 1) * 6 (0).

JR

Since (T*6)*4*=

(T*¡P)*6,

relation (2.2) follows.

Let now a, \p E ^(R") and a again be radial. Expanding the convolution \p * a in
its Riemann sums, we obtain by using property (3')

R(xP * a)(o3, p) = lim 2t(tm)Ra(P
A'^°

" <«, tm))àt.

m

Thus for 6 E %S"~X X R) we have
(R(ip*a)(o3,p),0(o3,p))

= lim 2*(fj/
Ai-0 m

= f (

(Ra(p),6(o3,p+(o3,tm)))do3M
V-'

t(t)(Ra(p),0(o3,p

+ (o3,t)))do3dt

= f

( xp(t)(Ra(p),6(o3,p

+ (o3,t)))dtdo3

= [

f (Ra(p),R^(o3,q-p))6(o3,q)dqdo3,

R" Sn~ '

JS"-lJR

where the last equality follows from (2.2) and the definition of the Radon transform.
Now let (a-) be a regularization in ^(R"), derived from a radial a G ^(R").
Observing a-(x) =j"a(jx),j
> 1, we obtain by property (2')
(R(t*aJ)(o3,p),0(o3,p))=j(

Js»-uR

((Ra(jp),R^(o3,q-p))6(o3,p)dqdo3

= jnjUa(p),R^O3,q-^yj0(o3,q)dqdo3.
JSn-\JK\

\

J

Now, for all (fixed) w0 and q0, the sequence of functions R\p(o30,q0 —p/j) is an
approximation in C0°°(R)of the constant function R\p(o30,q0), because this sequence
converges to R\p(o30,q0) in C°°(R) and is bounded with respect to the norms pk,
k 3= 1. In fact, for all m there exists a constant A, such that for ally
\Dm(Rxp)(o30,q0-p/j)\^A.
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But since Ra E %i(R), it follows that the limit
lim (Ra(p),

Ryp(o30, q0 - p/j))

y->oo

exists (see Schwartz [13, p. 203]). Hence we obtain

(R\P,6)= (r( hm 4>*aj),6\
*

(2.3)

\j->oo

= hm [

'

= hm (R(^ * ctj), 6)
'

./-*oq

f (Ra(p),RJo3,q-£))0(o3,q)dqdo3

= (Ra, 1) [

[R>P(o3, q)0(o3, q) dqdo3 = (Ra, 1>- (R^, 0),

where equation (2.3) follows by Lebesgue's convergence theorem. Summarizing, we

have shown that

R*=(Ra,\)-ty,
and the theorem is proved.
Remark 2.1. Any one of the conditions (l')-(3') in Theorem 2 is essential. This
can be seen by analogous counterexamples as given in Remark 1.3, by using relation
(2.1) between the Fourier and Radon transforms (or directly by analyzing the proof

of Theorem 2).
Further, the following may be interesting. In contrast to the case of the Fourier
transform (Corollary 1.4), we cannot omit the rotation property (1') by restricting the
range. In fact, there exists R: ^(R") *+ 6Ù(Sn~x X R), not being a constant multiple
of the Radon transform, but satisfying (2') and (3').
Finally, we discuss a possibility to modify Theorem 2. In view of the counterexample in Proposition 2.1 it seems to be difficult to enlarge the range space even slightly.
But, imposing further conditions on the behaviour of R, namely considering also
negative dilations, and using the characterization of the Fourier transform (Theorem
1), we can prove Theorem 2 in the case of the range space LP(S"~ ' X R), 1 «s p «£ 2.

Corollary

2.1. Let R: ^(R") -> LP(S"~X X R), l^p<2,

be a continuous

operator satisfying conditions (V) and (3') of Theorem 2, and further the condition
(2") (R^s)(o3, p) =\8\x-"(ßt)(o3,8p)
for all dilations 8 ¥= 0. Then R is a constant multiple of the Radon transform.

Proof. Let R be an operator satisfying the assumptions of the corollary. We first
observe that R is even, i.e. R4>(<¿,p) = R^(-u, -p). In fact, from properties (1') and

(2") we obtain
R\P(-03,-p) = R4>(o3,-p) = R\P(o3, p),
where ypdenotes the function rp(x) = ^(-x). In order to apply Theorem 1, we define
an operator F from ^(R") into ^'(R") as follows.
(Ft)(po3)=

(e-isp(Rt)(o3,s)ds,
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where p E R and w G S"~l. Note that F\p is well defined almost everywhere on R"
since R is even. Further,R\p(o3, ■)' belongs to Lq(R), where ~ + | = 1, for almost all
os G S"~x; this follows by Titchmarch's theorem (the Fourier transform maps Lp
into Lq if 1 *£p < 2, cf. Donoghue [2, §51]). Now the following chain of inequalities
shows that F is continuous from ^ into 6D' (let r > 0, >pG ^(R") and let F, denote

the Fourier transform with respect to the real variable t).
/

\F*(x)\dx=

J\x\<r

= (2tt)x/2(

JSn-lJ0

[ t

fe-is'(Rrp)(o3,s)

J0JS"~'

JR

ds

f\Fi(RxP)(03,t)\t"'Xdtd03

< (2m)'/2rn'x f

Jgn-\J0

f\Ft(Ry¡,)(u, t) I dt da

< (2tr)x/2r"-x • r'-'A/

^(27r)x/2r"-x/"f

( /">,(**)(«,

*i (2<n)x/q-r^'/if
= (2tr)x/q-rn-x^-o3„f

(2.5)

{j

I

\R^(o3,s)fds\

[ do3

n_o3-nxlj \RxP(o3,s)f ds\

^(2tr)X/q-r"~x/'<-o3X-x/p(i

" do3
\/p

Í \R*(<*,s)VdsdaY

Vs"~"R
< (2 77)X/q ■r "-'/?.„«.

.'/?

t) \«dtV"do3

If \F,(R^)(o3,t)\"dt)lA' do3

JS"-<\Jr

(2.4)

t"-Xd03dt

I

ii^ll^,

where inequality (2.4) follows from the Hausdorff-Young inequality for the onedimensional Fourier transform (cf. Donoghue [2, §51]), and inequality (2.5) follows
from Jensen's inequality (cf. Jacobs [9, p. 116]) applied to the probability measure
03-' do3 and the convex function -xx/p. Hence Fis a continuous operator from ty
into 6D'. It is a straightforward computation to see that F satisfies conditions (l)-(3)
of Theorem 1. Thus F is a constant multiple of the Fourier transform. Now, the
definition of F and relation (2.1) between the Radon and the Fourier transform
show that for almost all co G S"~x the function R\p(o3, •) is a constant multiple of
R\p(o3, •), where the constant does not depend on \p. This finishes the proof in the
case 1 <p < 2. In the casep = 1 (and q — 00) some steps of the present proof are
delicate. But this casep = 1 is in fact contained in Theorem 2, observing that
LX(S"-X X R) = LX(S"-X) ®„LX(R),

and that Lx is contained in tf)'L\.Thus the proof of the corollary is complete.
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